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Abstract. Sign language is the visual language of deaf people. It
is also natural language, different in form from spoken language. To
resolve a communication barrier between hearing people and deaf, sev-
eral researches for automatic sign language recognition (ASLR) system
are now under way. However, existing research of ASLR deals with only
small vocabulary. It is also limited in the environmental conditions and
the use of equipment. In addition, compared with the research field of
speech recognition, there is no large scale sign database for various rea-
sons. One of the major reasons is that there is no official writing system
for Japanese sign Language (JSL). In such a situation, we focused on
the use of the knowledge of phonology of JSL and dictionary, in order to
develop a develop a real-time JSL sign recognition system. The dictionary
consists of over 2,000 JSL sign, each sign defined as three types of phono-
logical elements in JSL: hand shape, motion, and position. Thanks to the
use of the dictionary, JSL sign models are represented by the combination
of these elements. It also can respond to the expansion of a new sign. Our
system employs Kinect v2 sensor to obtain sign features such as hand
shape, position, and motion. Depth sensor enables real-time processing
and robustness against environmental changes. In general, recognition of
hand shape is not easy in the field of ASLR due to the complexity of
hand shape. In our research, we apply a contour-based method to hand
shape recognition. To recognize hand motion and position, we adopted
statistical models such as Hidden Markov models (HMMs) and Gaussian
mixture models (GMMs). To address the problem of lack of database,
our method utilizes the pseudo motion and hand shape data. We con-
duct experiments to recognize 223 JSL sign targeted professional sign
language interpreters.

Keywords: Hidden Markov models · Sign language recognition ·
Phonetic systems of sign language · Depth sensor

1 Introduction

In general, sign is represented by combinations of posture or movement of the
hands and facial expressions such as eyes or month. These representations of
sign are happen both sequentially and simultaneously. Communication between
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Fig. 1. Overview of the whole system

the hearing people and the deaf can be difficult, because the most of hearing
people do not understand sign language. To resolve a communication problem
between hearing people and deaf, projects for automatic sign language recogni-
tion (ASLR) system is now under way.

One of major problem of current ASLR system is performing small vocabu-
lary. Corresponding to the unknown vocabulary is also important from the view
of practical aspect. It is said that the number of JSL vocabulary is over 3,000.
In addition, a new sign is introduced to adjust the situation. Obviously, it is
inefficient to perform the recognition on an individual sign units.

From the point of view, we employ a database JSL dictionary and notation
system proposed by Kimura [1]. Our system is based on three elements of sign
language: hand motion, position, and pose. This study considers a hand pose
recognition using depth data obtained from a single depth sensor. We apply the
contour-based method proposed by Keogh [2] to hand pose recognition. This
method recognizes a contour by means of discriminators learned from contours.
To recognize hand motion and position, we adopted statistical models such as
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) and Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). To
address the problem of lack of database, our method utilizes the pseudo motion
and hand shape data. We conduct experiments to recognize 233 JSL sign targeted
professional sign language interpreters.

2 Overview of the System

An overview of our proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. The feature parameters
of sign motion are captured by using Microsoft Kinect v2 sensor [3]. At first,
time series of feature parameter is cut outed into moving segment. Second, the
three phonological elements are recognized individually. Finally, the recognition
result is determined by the weighted sum of each score of three elements. The
recognition process of the hand pose and other two components employs depth
data of the hand region and coordinates of joints, respectively.

We used JSL dictionary proposed by Kimura [1]. In this dictionary, hand
poses are classified by several element as shown in Table 1. These elements
are also illustrated in Fig. 2. Currently, the vocabulary of this dictionary is
approximately 2,600.
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3 Hand Pose Recognition

Several study on hand pose recognition using a technique of estimating the finger
joints has been proposed [4,5]. However, these methods still has difficulties when
some fingers are invisible. This situation occurs frequently in sign language. We
adopt the contour-based technique proposed by Keogh [2] in order to recognize
hand pose. This technique is considered to be robust even when the finger is
partially occluded. The details of the method is described below.

Table 1. List of sign in the dictionary

Sign SL type Hand type Palm direction Position Motion

love 3 B down NS circle

between 4 B side NS down

blue 1 B back lower face back

red 1 1 back lower face right

...

front back upside down

1 A1-b 5-b 7(S)3 5 B B4-f C

F I L L-f R S U V W Y

Hand type

Palm
direction

whole

face

upper

face

lower

face

ear nose body armNS (neut-

ral space)

right up-down front-backright-left circleput

Position

Motion

Fig. 2. List of sign elements

3.1 Feature Extraction

Hand shapes can be converted to distance vectors to form one-dimensional
sequence. Figure 3 shows the procedure to extracting a distance vector from
a hand image. At first, the center point of the hand region is determined by dis-
tance transform. Distance transform convert one pixel value of the binary image
with the distance between the nearest zero value pixel. Next, each distance from
the center point to every pixel on the contour is calculated. The distance vector
represents a series of these distances.
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3.2 Calculation of Distance

A distance D between two distance vectors P = {p0, p1, . . . , pn} and Q =
{q0, q1, . . . , qn} is calculated according to the followings.

D(P,Q) =

√
√
√
√

n∑

i=1

(pi − qi)2 (1)

If the length of two distance vectors is different, dynamic time warping (DTW)
should be used to adjust for size variations. To simplify, we adjust length of
vector to be same in advance for computation time reason.

We can compare contours by calculating their distances or using classifiers
generated from contours. These classifiers are called wedges. Wedges have maxi-
mum and minimum values at each point. If a contour is located inside a wedge,
the distance is zero. The distance D between a wedge W (U = {u0, u1, ..., un}
is its top, L = {l0, l1, ..., ln} is its bottom) and a contour P = {p0, p1, ..., pn} is
calculated by following equation.

D(W,P ) =

√
√
√
√
√

n∑

i=1

⎧

⎨

⎩

(pi − ui)2 (pi > ui)
(pi − li)2 (pi < li)

0 (otherwise).
(2)
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Fig. 4. How to compare wedge and belt
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3.3 Generate Wedges

Wedges are generated according to the following procedures.

1. Extract feature parameter from depth data
2. Calculate distances of all contours
3. Unify two contours in ascending order of distances. The set of maximum and

minimum values of merged contours become a wedge
4. Repeat third process until the predecided number of wedges

The process of generating wedges are also illustrated in Fig. 4. We prepare various
wedges to recognizing each hand type.

Table 2. Experimental settings

Number of samples 223 sing × 2 signers × 2 takes = 892 samples

Number of shape 24

Depth data 120 × 120 pixel

Training data 150 (per one shape)

Number of belt Number of shape × palm direction

Length of belt 30

Number of position 8

Training data 6 (per one position)

Feature parameters 3-dimensional hand position

Number of mixture 1 – 6

Number of motion 40

Number of training sample 10 sample per 1 motion

Feature parameters 3-dimensional hand position + direction

Number of state (HMM) 5 – 18

Number of mixture (HMM) 1

4 Sign Movement and Position Recognition

In this paper, HMMs are utilized to recognized hand movement using the feature
parameter of hand position provided by the Kinect sensor. 3-dimensional hand
position and its speed are used as feature parameter of HMMs. HMMs corre-
sponding to the typical movement of sign are constructed from pseudo-training
data. It can be omitted the cost of collecting the sign data.

The definition of the hand position is ambiguous in JSL. It is necessary to
consider for the hand position recognition. In this paper, the particular position
of the hand in sign is modeled by GMMs. 3-dimensional hand position are used
as feature parameter of GMMs. GMMs corresponding to the typical position of
sign are also trained from pseudo-training data.
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5 Experiment and Results

We conducted experiments to recognize 223 JSL sign performed by two profes-
sional sign language interpreters. Experimental conditions are listed in Table 2.
These sign are extracted from the basic JSL sign that corresponds to Japanese
Sign Language Proficiency Test grade 5.

The recognition result is determined by the weighted sum of each score of
three elements. Optimal weight parameter of three elements are determined by
grid search in the training data.

The results of the hand shape recognition in the three data sets are shown
in Fig. 5. From this result, recognition rate can be improved according to the
number of wedge. Recognition results of sign and optimal weight are also listed
in Table 3. The recognition rate for unknown sign which does not include train-
ing data was obtained 33.8 %. One of the reason recognition rate was low is
fluctuations in the hand shape in real sign motion.

Table 3. Recognition results

Hand shape Hand position Hand movement Sign

Recognition rate (%)/Weight 28.7 (0.1) 78.3 (0.4) 60.0 (0.5) 33.8
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Fig. 5. Result of hand shape recognition

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a real-time Japanese sign language recognition sys-
tem based on three elements of sign language: motion, position, and pose. This
study examined hand pose recognition by means of contour-based method pro-
posed by Keogh using depth images obtained from a single depth sensor. We con-
ducted experiments on recognizing 24 hand poses from 223 typical Japanese sign.
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The recognition rate for an unknown sign which does not include training data
was obtained 33.8 %. To increase recognition performance, we have to increasing
the learning data of the wedge. Expansion of vocabulary can also be considered
as a future work.
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